
Dear Greater Green Bay Figure Skating Club members,
As we continue to navigate this pandemic, and as the spread and effects of the pandemic
continue to change like a ride on a roller coaster, it has become apparent to the board of
directors that we will have to pivot our policies to address whatever the current conditions of the
pandemic are.

With the current rise and spread of Covid 19, we are updating our reporting policy and potential
isolation times (from the rink).  Please remember that any skater or family member that tests
positive should be reported to Sarah Schoen at ggbfsc.lts@gmail.com .  The following are the
current expectations that each of us (skaters, coaches and parents) can expect from each other:

If a skater, coach or parent tests positive for Covid 19, they are expected to follow the CDC
guidelines for isolation and then masking, which means isolation from the rink the first 5 days
and then all-time masking the next 5 days while at the rink (provided their symptoms have
subsided)

If a skater, coach or parent has been exposed to Covid 19, and they have had a booster shot or
had their second vaccination shot within the last six months, they may be at the rink while
all-time masking, provided they are symptom free.

If a skater, coach or parent has been exposed to Covid 19, but have NOT had the booster shot
or their second vaccination shot was over six months ago, they must isolate away from the rink
for 5 days and then may return to the rink while all-time masking for five days, if symptom free.

The current CDC guidelines read:
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Every effort and every pivot we make regarding Covid 19 is done in an attempt to
ensure our skaters and families utmost safety while also trying to keep our
skaters on the ice as much as possible.

We appreciate your patience and understanding as we continue to work together
to navigate the club through this pandemic.

Please feel free to reach out to any of us with any questions you may have.

Sincerely,

The Greater Green Bay Figure Skating Club Board Of Directors


